INTRODUCTION
The Kiwiyo Koli village displaced families need to improve their immediate environment. And Pono Markaz is best positioned to provide facilitation. Pono families can all be engaged in visiting them and helping the displaced to organize themselves.

1. **Forming Mas Jo Dosti (Mothers Friendship Groups)**
There are four Maa Madad Committees in Pono Markaz. They will each form Maa Jo Dosti (Mothers friendship) forming 4 dosti teams. Each dosti team to visit Kiwiyo Koli twice a week in rotation.

2. **What are the tasks of Maa Jo Dosti?**
   - Help train mothers for making solar stands and chulahs
   - Advising trained Kiwiyo Koli teams to train other mothers in making solar water stand and chulahs using layered mud.
   - Helping mothers to clean up the surroundings
   - Helping them to fabricate various required items
   - Advising them how to run Maa ka Dastarkhwan
   - Helping to clean up areas for children
   - Provide a gift of half scale LOG for 50 families for children reading/play room fabricated in Pono markaz

3. **What is the immediate requirement of Kiwiyo Koli?**
   - Making solar stands with layered mud
   - Making chulahs with layered mud
   - Cleaning up of surrounding areas
   - Arrangement for water and food
   - Creating space for children
   - Provision of half scale LOG for children
   - Vegetable growing in portable bamboo containers

4. **What is needed to accomplish immediate requirements?**
   - Training for solar stands and chulahs
   - 2 nos Chatai matting size 8’x20’
   - Cleaning implements: jharoo and pan
   - Water storage: clay pitchers
   - For eating: clay plates

5. **How will it be done?**
It is important that all strategies are based on building up capacity of the households and keep women in the lead. They are the ones most hurting and are responsible for taking care of their family as well as themselves.

For the prototype HF will provide for the following:

   - Training for solar stands and chulahs to 5 groups each.
   - Maa ka Dastarkhwan for 150 families for one month
   - Arrange for raw material for chatais to enable women to make the matting themselves for their own use.
   - Arrange for raw material for jharoo and straw sticks for products for themselves.
   - Provision of 50 clay water pitchers for 150 households (3 households to share one clay pitcher)
   - Provision of one terracotta full plate for each family to eat on sharing basis.